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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Nero Marquina Chevron Tile Pattern Kitchen Metal Inlay Marble Supplier

Short Description: WANPO provides high-quality

natural marble mosaic products and a wide range

of application fields. Nero Marquina Chevron Tile

Pattern Kitchen Metal Inlaid Marble is a beautiful

marble mosaic product whose attractive deep

black color and exceptional texture make it an

impressive decorative choice.

Model No.: WPM458

Pattern: Chevron

Color: Black & Golden

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Metal

Product Detail:

Product Description

If you are looking for an elegant and unique way to decorate your kitchen, the Nero

Marquina Chevron Tile Pattern Kitchen Metal Inlaid Marble could be a great choice. As a

professional supplier, WANPO provides high-quality natural marble mosaic products

and a wide range of application fields. Nero Marquina Chevron Tile Pattern Kitchen

Metal Inlaid Marble is a beautiful marble mosaic product whose attractive deep black

color and exceptional texture make it an impressive decorative choice. The quality and

durability of the product is an important consideration and Nero Marquina Chevron tile
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pattern kitchen metal inlaid marble is certainly the ideal choice to meet these needs. This

chevron marble mosaic maintains its original elegance and quality and has a solid

construction and great durability to withstand everyday use.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Nero Marquina Chevron Tile Pattern Kitchen Metal Inlay Marble Supplier

Model No.: WPM458

Pattern: Chevron

Color: Black & Golden

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM458

Style: Black Chevron Tile

Marble Name: Black Marquina Marble, Metal

Model No.: WPM375

Style: Black Herringbone Tile

Marble Name: Black Marquina Marble, Metal

Model No.: WPM374B

Style: White Herringbone Tile

Marble Name: Calacatta Marble, Metal

Model No.: WPM374A

Style: White Herringbone Tile

Marble Name: Eastern White Marble, Aluminum



Product Application

Nero Marquina chevron tile pattern kitchen metal inlaid marble has a very wide range of fields of

application. The blackness of this marble combined with the clever laying of the metal strip creates a

sense of class and modernity. Black Marquina marble chevron backsplash can be used as a decorative

material for kitchen backboards, it also protects the walls from moisture and oil stains caused by

cooking. In addition, Nero Marquina Chevron tile pattern kitchen metal inlaid marble can also be used

for kitchen floors. Its robustness and wear resistance make it ideal for being able to withstand high flows

and frequent use. Marbling and metal borders on the kitchen floor can add a sense of luxury and

sophistication to the entire space. Not only that, the black marble chevron floor tile for the bathroom is

sturdiness and wear resistant making it a durable investment that will retain its beauty and quality after

years of use.

Nero Marquina Chevron Tile Pattern Kitchen Metal Inlay Marble is an elegant and durable finish

material that can be used in a wide variety of applications, whether as a wall tile, backsplash, or flooring

material, it provides an impressive finishing touch to your living area.

FAQ

Q: What is the packaging of this Nero Marquina chevron tile pattern kitchen metal inlay marble mosaic

product?

A: Our mosaic stone packaging is paper boxes and fumigated wooden crates. Pallets and Polywood

packaging are also available. We support OEM packaging as well.

Q: Is your product price negotiable or not?

A: The price is negotiable. It can be changed according to your quantity and packaging type. When you

are making an inquiry, please write the quantity you want in order to make the best account for you.



Q: Can I get any samples? Is it free or not?

A: You need to pay for the mosaic stone sample, and free samples can be offered if our factory has

current stock. The delivery cost is not free paid as well.

Q: What is the customs code of the product?

A: Marble Mosaic Product: 68029190, Stone Mosaic Product: 680299900. We can show the custom

code you want on the Bill of Lading.


